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IMMIGRANT COUNCIL OF IRELAND VISION, MISSION & VALUES

Our vision in the Immigrant Council of Ireland is of a society 
that is fair, respects human rights and diversity and is 
committed to everyone, including people from a migrant 
background, having the opportunity to fulfil their potential.  

The Immigrant Council of Ireland is a human rights 
organisation and Independent Law Centre. We support and 
advocate for the rights of immigrants and their families and 
act as a catalyst for public debate, legal and policy change.

The values which inform and drive the 
work of the Immigrant Council are:

• We are rights based, supporting 
justice and equality for all

• We respect and support the empowerment 
of migrants and work in solidarity

• We embrace and promote diversity and inclusion 

• Gender equality is central to our work

• We work in partnership and 
collaboration to achieve our goals 

• We are innovative in our approaches and 
value an evidence-based approach 

• We practice good governance

Vision

Mission

Values
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SNAPSHOT – 2019 A YEAR IN ACTION

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Finalised a suite of diversity and inclusion 
training modules for workplaces

Launch FAIR PLUS legal training programme 
on migrant rights and access to justice

Launch ASSIST project to identify how to 
better support women trafficked for the 
purposes of sexual exploitation to integrate

Report on our Councillor-Migrant Internship 
Scheme published

Launch joint Migrant Women na hÉireann 
Manifesto ahead of local and European 
elections

US Trafficking in Persons report published, 
reflecting our input and recommendations

Successful High Court case sees decision to 
deny citizenship to a 7 year old child based 
on father’s ‘poor character’ quashed

Over 1,000 commuters donate selfies to 
annual National Transport Against Racism 
campaign

Representatives from local authorities attend 
our information sharing local integration 
strategy conference

ASSIST project team mark EU Anti-trafficking 
Day

An Taoiseach opens our Integration and 
Inclusion Conference, featuring international, 
national and local expertise

UN Committee for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination publishes country report on 
Ireland, including our key recommendations
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The organisation provides three tiers of support to migrants:

In addition to our service provision, the organisation also undertakes 
substantial research and activity in the areas of anti-trafficking, anti-
racism and integration. 

WHAT WE DO

For 19 years we have been 
a leading voice in securing 
improved rights and 
protections which benefit Irish 
citizens, migrants and their 
families.

1. 
Our primary support is a helpline which provides 
over-the-phone advice on all immigration queries. 
The helpline answered more than 5,000 calls in 2019.

2. 
The second tier of support is when a telephone call 
is deemed insufficient and we need a face-to-face 
meeting to provide a deeper level of support.

3. 
The third and most in-depth support is provided by 
the lawyers in our Independent Law Centre, who take 
between 50 and 100 cases per year.
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INFORMATION AND SUPPORT SERVICE

In 2019 our dedicated staff answered  

5,035 helpline queries

An increase of more than  
1,500 queries in 2019  
compared with 2018

Our helpline is strictly 
confidential, friendly  

and helpful

100% reach 
across Ireland 

Calls from 27 countries 
outside Ireland 

Including: 
USA, Canada, Australia, 

Russia, Vietnam, Philippines, 
Sudan, Nigeria, South Africa, 

Ecuador, Cuba, Argentina 
and Kuwait. 

Global reach:
118 queries came from 
people outside Ireland 

FACTS:

We were delighted to extend the opening 
hours of our helpline due to pro bono 
partnership with Arthur Cox in October. 

30 volunteers were trained and support 
the helpline, which is now open Mon, 
Tues, Thurs, Fri 10am-1pm AND 7-9pm on 
Tuesday evenings. 
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INFORMATION SERVICE

Top 5 issues handled by 
our Info Service 2019 

Citizenship 19.6%
(987 calls)

19.5%
(985 calls)

14%
(738 calls)

8.8%
(444 calls)

8.2%
(413 calls)

EU Treaty Rights

Employment Permits

Other

Family Reunification
(Irish and non-EU citizens resident in the State)
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NATIONALITIES & GENDER BREAKDOWN

From outside 
Ireland

171 9
Classified as 

stateless 

Male
46% 

Female
54% 

148135
20192018

Nationalities contacted the Info Service

Queries

Gender Breakdown
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Our team also provided training to 25 staff 
members of the FLAC (Free Legal Aid Centres) 
Information and Support Service. 

Training was provided to 10 staff members 
of EPIC (Empowering Young People in Care) 
on how the immigration system applies to 
migrant children.  

A total of 80 lawyers were trained to provide 
pro bono legal services to unaccompanied 
minors in partnership with US Kids in Need of 
Defense (KIND). 

Our pro bono partnership with law firm Arthur 
Cox was strengthened with helpline training 
provided to 30 lawyers, who all subsequently 
signed up to volunteer on the Immigrant 
Council’s helpline.

“
I was motivated to volunteer 
because I have experienced what it 
is like to be an immigrant moving 
to Ireland and so I personally 
understand the challenges 
that people face navigating 
the immigration system.” 
Arthur Cox trainee

SHARING KNOWLEDGE

Training on immigrant rights, 
citizenship and EU Treaty Rights 
was provided to more than 
270 people working in Citizens 
Information Centres in counties 
Dublin, Meath, Clare, Limerick, 
Kerry, Cavan, Carlow and Wicklow.  

“
So far I have taken a number of 
calls on a wide range of topics, 
including: the regulations around 
work permits, student residency 
permissions, citizenship 
applications, refugee law queries 
and Brexit-related queries.” 
Arthur Cox trainee
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Adrienne* had applied for citizenship 
through naturalisation five years ago through 
a solicitor in 2014. Her application was put on 
hold as she didn’t possess a valid passport 
from her country of origin, Rwanda.  
 
But Adrienne had arrived here when she was 
just a little girl over 20 years ago – Ireland is 
the only home she’s ever known. Following 
her first citizenship application, she spent 
over three years contacting every Rwandan 
embassy in Europe, with help from the team 
at the Immigrant Council, but sadly to no 
avail.  

When all those attempts failed, she tried a 
different avenue and eventually acquired a 
Ugandan passport by descent, through her 
grandmother. But even after providing her 
Ugandan passport, it was a further eight 
months until a decision was made on her 
case - and only following a strongly worded 
letter from the Immigrant Council.  

You can imagine the team’s joy when 
Adrienne finally found out she was approved. 
She was awarded citizenship at a ceremony 
in Waterford in spring 2019. 

* Not her real name

Case Study

CASE STUDY
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INDEPENDENT LAW CENTRE

ADVOCACY SUPPORT WORK:

• Domestic abuse 

• Family reunification 

• Citizenship 

• Rights and entitlements 

• EU treaty rights

OUR LAW CENTRE:

• Victims of trafficking 

• Unaccompanied children 

• Child citizenship 

• Family reunification 

This included a successful High Court 
judgment in a citizenship case for a child 
refused citizenship because her father 
failed the ‘good character’ test due to 
previous domestic abuse convictions.

Our team also issued proceedings 
in a number of cases related to 
unaccompanied children seeking family 
reunification, including one case now on 
appeal to the Supreme Court.  

Top issues 5 High 
Court cases 
relating to:  

The legal team in our Independent 
Law Centre is professional, selfless 
and committed to pursuing justice 
for our clients.

As a feminist organisation, we have developed expertise 
providing support to vulnerable women and children. 

199 Legal cases were opened in 2019 
(compared with 169 in 2018)=+75 124

»
Advocacy
supports

Legal
cases
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“
Hope is the eye that sees 
through the sheer darkness. 
Hope is the heart that feels in 
the barely strong heartbeat. 
Hope is the mind that embraces 
the impossible can happen. 

You are the embodiment 
of that hope”  
Client

STATELESSNESS CASE STUDY 

One of our client’s is a Bidoon from Kuwait, 
and not recognised as a Kuwaiti. He arrived 
in Ireland many years ago and was finally 
granted leave to remain in 2013 (before he 
became a client of ours). He was referred 
to the Immigrant Council by the UNHCR in 
the context of ongoing problems related 
to statelessness. This related to travel 
documents, renewal of status and Irish 
citizenship. 

We had been chipping away on his case 
since 2017, always managing to get the 
travel document or renewal when it was 
required, but without the enduring issue 
being resolved. During 2019 following further 
representations in the context of a residence 
renewal application and his citizenship 
application, the Irish Naturalisation and 
Immigration Service (INIS) issued his renewal 
letter stating his nationality as ‘stateless’. 
This is a significant achievement as the State 
has been reluctant to introduce a stateless 
determination procedure officially.  
 
We continue to advocate for the need for a 
statelessness determination procedure and 
were bolstered by the UN Committee on 
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination’s 
recommendation to the Irish State for the 
need to introduce one in December 2019, on 
foot of our submission. 

Case Study
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CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE 

• The Council of Europe 
highlighted the Immigrant 
Council services to migrant 
children as a best practice 
example of child-friendly 
procedures. 

• Successful pro bono partnership 
established with US NGO Kids 
in Need of Defense (KIND), Irish 
Refugee Council and law firms, 
Arthur Cox and A&L Goodbody. 

During 2019 we opened 45 
new case files relating to 
children and young people.  

Civil legal aid is currently unavailable in these 
cases so there is a huge unmet legal need 
in Ireland for migrant children, which we try 
to plug. Timely access to child-friendly legal 
services is better for everyone – the young 
people, the State and wider society. It helps to 

Highlights

In order to provide the 
support required, we 
undertook a total of 

382
dedicated one-to-one 

consultations.

The top issues were:
• Family reunification 

• Immigration status  
(including regularisation) 

• Citizenship 

• Children trafficked for the 
purposes of sexual exploitation

ensure access to essential social protections, 
supports family reunification with parents and 
granting of Irish citizenship over time, plus it 
is likely to lead to smoother integration in the 
long term.
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CASE STUDY 

A seven year old child was referred to us 
after she had been refused Irish citizenship 
because her father had failed the ‘good 
character’ test. The little girl had been born 
in Ireland, to a mother from outside the EU 
and an Irish citizen father. 
 
The parents had separated and the little 
girl’s mother wanted to ensure her daughter 
was rooted in the only country she had 
known as home. However, after making 
the application she was shocked to find it 
was rejected due to a failure to meet the 
‘good character’ test. The bad character 
assessment against the father included 
barring orders relating to domestic abuse 
against the child’s mother. 
 
As you cannot appeal citizenship decisions, 
the Immigrant Council of Ireland provided 
free legal support to bring the case to the 
High Court for judicial review. We were 
successful and the judge quashed the 
decision. 

Justice was delivered by the court for this 
innocent child. While our client and her 
mother were delighted to win the court case, 
sadly she is still waiting on the Minister 
for Justice and Equality to issue a decision 
regarding her citizenship application.  

Case Study
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING

The Immigrant Council of Ireland provides 
legal advice and support to trafficked women 
to protect their rights and assist in their 
integration. During 2019 our main efforts were, 
as always, focused on the provision of holistic 
legal representation of trafficked women. 

In 2019, we provided legal advice and 
assistance to 27 victims of trafficking. 

All but 4 were trafficked for the 
purposes of sexual exploitation (3 
were trafficked for domestic servitude 
and 1 for enforced criminality).

Supporting trafficked women

All were women and sadly, sometimes just 
girls when they were first trafficked.

Often these young women were referred to 
us by partner agencies and we were able to 
provide legal advice and support to assist their 
formal identification as a victim of trafficking. 
During 2019 we also helped these women 
secure temporary residence permissions; 
regularise their immigration status; renew 
longstanding residence permissions; obtain 
citizenship by naturalisation; submit travel 
document applications and make family 
reunification applications, plus we settled 
High Court procedures favourably.
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING

In 2019, we kicked off a new transnational 
EU Project: ASSIST - Gender Specific Legal 
Assistance and Integration Support for 
Third Country National Female Victims 
of Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation.

Following a successful application to the 
European Union’s Asylum Migration and 
Integration Fund, the Immigrant Council 
established ASSIST as lead partner, alongside 
five feminist support organisations from 
across Europe: SOLWODI Germany, JustRight 
Scotland, BeFree Italy, SURT Spain and the 
European Network of Migrant Women. 

ASSIST 

The project provides legal advice and will 
develop improved approaches to integration 
for trafficked migrant women recovering 
from sexual exploitation. The initiative takes 
specific account of the gender dimension 
of trafficking in Europe and the gender-
specific harms and trauma associated 
with trafficking for sexual exploitation. 

• A launch event in March, 
at which the European 
partners and various Irish 
stakeholders, including 
government representatives, 
affiliated agencies, civil 
society organisations 
and independent groups, 
engaged in exchanges 
and brainstorming on the 
concept of ‘gender-specific 
assistance’ for trafficked 
migrant women.

• Providing direct assistance 
to victims, including legal 
advice and advocacy 
support, while also mapping 
services available to 
victims of trafficking in 
each participating state, to 
identify the current gaps in 
service delivery. 
 
 
 

• Planning and preparation 
to develop a highly 
innovative pilot peer-
support programme, to train 
survivors as peer mentors 
for recently identified 
victims of trafficking. 
This will support the 
development of a gold 
standard framework for 
peer-support involvement 
in the assistance of 
trafficked women.

ASSIST priority activities in 2019 included:
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING

In late 2019, we were awarded funding to help 
develop the second phase of the TRACKS 
project focusing on the crossover between 
asylum and trafficking. The exciting follow-
up initiative is called TRIPS: TRafficked 
International Protection beneficiaries’ 
Special needs and is due to kick off in 2020. 

As a feminist organisation we recognise 
human trafficking for the purposes of sexual 
exploitation is a highly gendered crime and a 
form of gender-based violence. We understand 
that the needs of affected women and girls 
are gender-specific. This informs our approach 
when lobbying for change, which we do at 
national, regional and international levels.

TRIPS

Lobbying for change

The project is co-funded by the European 
Commission and led by Forum réfugiés-Cosi 
from France. We are a partner organisation 
alongside the Italian Council for Refugees - 
CIR, Organization for Aid to Refugees – OPU 
from Czech Republic, and the Churches 
Commission for Migrants in Europe (CCME). 
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING

We contribute commentary, analysis and 
insight to the US Embassy to inform the 
annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report of 
the US Department of State. In June Ireland 
was again given a tier 2 status, indicating 
the State’s response to human trafficking 
still falls short of the minimum standards 
outlined in the international treaty Palermo 

As a direct result of our advocacy efforts 
a recommendation to create gender-
specific accommodation, with additional 
tailored supports and services for victims 
of trafficking, was included in the Joint 
Oireachtas Committee on Justice and 
Equality’s Report on Direct Provision and 

US Trafficking in Persons Report

Oireachtas Joint Committee 
on Justice and Equality

Protocol. The TIP 2019 report highlighted the 
urgent need for early legal intervention; the 
fact we are still waiting for the long-promised 
revision of the identification process for 
victims of trafficking and recommended 
the appointment of an independent 
special rapporteur on trafficking, which the 
Immigrant Council has long called for.

International Protection Application Process, 
published in December. We remain willing 
to support and collaborate with any efforts 
by statutory and non-governmental service 
providers seeking to provide alternative and 
appropriate gender-sensitive solutions to 
the housing of trafficked women in Ireland.
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING

• Worked with the Irish Observatory on 
Violence against Women, convened by 
the National Women’s Council of Ireland 
(NWCI), to further the inclusion and 
mainstreaming of sex trafficking, as well 
as other forms of gender-based violence 
that specifically affect migrant women, 
in the national strategy on gender-based 
violence. 

• Delivered a training module on working 
with victims of sex trafficking to members 
of An Garda Síochána in the Templemore.

Working in partnership

Partnership work is central to our approach and during 2019 we:

• Developed and delivered a week-long 
expert training on trafficking in human 
beings to Cypriot organisation KAYAD – a 
Northern Cypriot feminist organisation 
working to prevent discrimination against 
women and promote gender equality. 

• Attended and acted as a rapporteur at the 
annual sessions of the EU Civil Society 
Platform on human trafficking in Brussels, 
and acted as a rapporteur in workshops. 

• Contributed expert advice at three sessions 
of the Vulnerability Expert Group of EASO in 
Malta.
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STATELESSNESS CASE STUDY 

Elena* was working as a hairdresser in Mexico 
when she was approached by the wealthy, 
connected friend of a friend who suggested 
she travel to Ireland to learn English and earn 
some money. It seemed like a win-win: her 
travel and college place would be organised by 
this agent and she would simply have to work 
part-time to pay back the cost of the journey. 

But when Elena arrived in Ireland, she was 
told she would have to work in prostitution to 
pay the money back and the promised college 
place didn’t materialise. The agent said if she 
refused to work in the sex trade her family 
would suffer.  

Elena was exploited in this horrifying way for 
months. When her trafficker told her the debt 
had actually grown she was distraught. She 
thought she would never escape. 

This is when Elena took the very brave step of 
seeking help from the Gardaí. She was referred 
to Ruhama who referred her to the Immigrant 
Council Independent Law Centre so she could 
get legal advice. 

She believed the threats made against her 
family were serious and credible as the people 
in Mexico were powerful. Because of this she 
was too scared to make a formal statement 
to the Gardaí and was not able to access the 

Case Study
residence permission provided for under the 
Administrative Immigration Arrangements. The 
Immigrant Council worked with Elena so she 
could renew her student residence permission 
without having to fulfil the usual conditions.  

Luckily, Elena had the support of a good 
friend with whom she could stay. Without 
this support she would have to live in 
direct provision – a place wholly unsuitable 
for women who have been trafficked and 
exploited in prostitution. She attended 
support courses at Ruhama to deal with her 
experience. She was determined to get back to 
studying and wanted to find a part-time job.  

It took a huge amount of correspondence with 
multiple agencies for the Immigrant Council 
to persuade the Department of Justice and 
Equality to waive the usual conditions for 
renewal of a student permission. We were 
finally successful.

When Elena first came to the Immigrant 
Council of Ireland she needed a translator. 
Even though her new student permission 
was only confirmed at the end of June 2019 
she dedicated herself to her English studies. 
We are providing ongoing support to our 
client, including legal advice on her future 
registration requirements. But we no longer 
need a translator.

* Not her real name
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INTEGRATION HUB

Among our current priorities are the development and 
implementation of effective local and national integration 
strategies, increasing migrant political engagement, 
building migrant leadership, empowering communities 
and working to combat racism.

Highlights of 2019:

• Political Participation

• Transport Against Racism Campaign

• Integration and Inclusion Conference

• Diversity is Good for Business

• Engagement with UN Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination

The Integration Hub facilitates 
the development of good practice 
and policy on migrant integration 
along with challenging racism 
and promoting the civic and 
political participation of migrants. 
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While one in eight of us is from a migrant 
background, migrant representation in our 
political system lags significantly. May 2019's 
local elections saw just 9 candidates from a 
migrant background elected, out of a total 949 
councillors across Ireland. Working towards 
fairer representation is essential for building 
a stronger, more integrated society. It also 
sends a powerful message to people from all 
backgrounds that Ireland is their home, they 
belong and are wanted here.

The Immigrant Council of Ireland undertakes 
a programme of work promoting migrant 
political participation, including: 

• Regular outreach workshops on electoral 
rights with people from a migrant 
background

• Migrant-Councillor Internships: Five 
migrants interned with councillors in 2018, 
with a report on the process launched in 
February 2019

• #GoVote video campaign: 10 professionally 
produced multi-lingual videos with voter 
registration information and detail on how 
to vote were launched in November 2018 
and re-run in April 2019 ahead of the local 
elections

• Focused workshops for prospective migrant 
local election candidates

• Non-partisan one-to-one support and 
advice for prospective migrant local 
election candidates

• Meeting political parties to facilitate 
discussion and present information to 
improve migrant political participation, 
including international experts

“Overall, this scheme provided 
me with the opportunity to meet 
with political representatives 
from my area as well as a feeling 
of belongingness to this country.”
Fahmeda Naheed

“All in all, I consider this scheme 
to be a magnificent initiative and 
I would welcome its extension 
throughout the entire country in 
the future.” 
Cllr Joe Behan

Political participation

INTEGRATION HUB - CAMPAIGNS

10 videos  
got over  
130,000 views 
during April 2019

Migrant Councillor 
Internship Scheme
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INTEGRATION HUB - CAMPAIGNS

We built on last year’s incredibly powerful 
campaign in partnership with Transport for 
Ireland and Dublin City Council, creating 
new images with 1,000 donated selfies.

Transport against racism

Commuters at Heuston Rail Station were 
invited to create a mural in real time by 
donating selfies at a dedicated station.

The impact this year was huge, with hundreds 
of people engaging with the campaign online.1,000 donated 

selfies
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INTEGRATION HUB - CAMPAIGNS
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INTEGRATION HUB - EVENTS

Integration and Inclusion 
Conference 

An Taoiseach, Leo Varadkar, opened the 
Immigrant Council’s Integration and Inclusion 
Conference in November 2019. The conference 
sought to identify positive actions which 
promote effective migrant integration 
and inclusion. It was solutions focused, 
incorporating wide-ranging information on 
approaches which have been effective both in 
other countries and at a local level, tying this 
firmly to the current environment in Ireland. 

The keynote addresses were provided by:

• Demetrios G. Papademetriou, Distinguished 
Transatlantic Fellow, Migration Policy 
Institute

• Pedro Calado, High Commissioner for 
Migration, Portugal

Representatives from Government 
departments, experts from migrant 
backgrounds, State agencies, civil society 
groups and community leaders contributed 
to in-depth discussion on six thematic areas: 

• Employment
• Housing
• Direct provision
• Sport
• Migrant leadership 
• Tackling racism

The conference discussions inform the 
organisation’s ongoing efforts to foster 
greater links among those working on social 
inclusion in Ireland and will help us to 
continue to take considered action which 
promotes positive and effective integration.
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INTEGRATION HUB - EVENTS

Engagement with UN 
Committee for the Elimination 
of Racial Discrimination
On 2 and 3 December the Irish 
State was examined by the UN 
Committee on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination. Following our 
submission, our CEO attended the 
examination to ensure key areas relating 
to tackling racism, better supporting 
victims of trafficking and improving 
immigration processes were heard.

The Committee’s concluding observations 
to the Irish Government reflected nearly 
all our key recommendations including:

• Improve efforts to tackle racism by 
producing a new, fully resourced, 
national action plan against racism

• Introduce effective hate crime 
legislation 

• Collect data effectively to ensure 
it captures evidence on the extent 
and nature of racial discrimination, 
and how it affects access to 
fundamental rights

• Make efforts to increase ethnic 
minority representation in political 
and public life

• Improve identification and referral 
mechanism for victims of trafficking, 
ensure specialised assistance is 
provided

• All international protection 
applications to be processed within 
6 months

• Introduction of statelessness 
determination procedure

• Phase out the use of direct 
provision to accommodate those 
seeking international protection 
and end the use of emergency 
accommodation
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Local Integration 
Strategies conference

Most of us live our lives in our local 
communities, which is why having 
locally focused integration strategies is 
so important. In September we hosted 
a conference for local authorities to 
share learning and expertise on the 
best approaches to migrant integration 
in local communities. It provided 
an opportunity to explore the many 
effective approaches having a real 
impact among communities. To expand 
on this requires ongoing investment 
and prioritisation from national 
government as well as local authorities.

INTEGRATION HUB - EVENTS

• Representatives from 27 out of 
31 local authorities attended

• 10 contributions were made 
including: 

• Department of Justice and Equality
• Community groups talking about effective 

approaches 
• 5 local authorities presenting on their 

progress in developing their local 
integration strategies 
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Diversity is Good 
for Business

One of the most effective ways to facilitate 
integration is through employment. As part 
of our work to improve access to work by 
challenging any barriers which exist, we 
launched Diversity is Good for Business in June. 

We held an inaugural breakfast briefing for 
diversity and inclusion experts and business 
representatives. An accompanying information 
leaflet was launched with information to 
support businesses to promote diversity 

INTEGRATION HUB - EVENTS

within their companies. This included 
detail on the employment rights of:

• Asylum seekers
• Recognised refugees
• Recipients of subsidiary protection or leave 

to remain
• Victims of trafficking 
• Other vulnerable non-EU/EEA migrant 

communities in Ireland
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Working in 
partnership

MIGRANT WOMEN  
NA hEIREANN 
We were proud to co-convene Migrant 
Women na hÉireann, a positive collective 
of dozens of organisations working 
for the promotion of the status and 
wellbeing of migrant women in Ireland, 
in 2018. The informal collective stands 
together, seeking equality and political 
acknowledgement not only that migrant 
women belong here, but that we bring 
a positive benefit to Irish society. 

In May 2019, ahead of the local and 
European elections, Migrant Women 
na hÉireann launched its manifesto 
with objectives in five key areas:

• Labour market, including wages 
• Housing, including fair access to 

housing supports 
• Education 
• Women’s support services relating to 

GBV 
• Health incl. in particular mental 

health services and reproductive 
health

DEMOCRACY SUMMIT  
IN ATHENS
The Immigrant Council is the 
national coordinator for Ireland of 
the Democracy Summit, an annual 
3 day training for migrant and 
refugee leaders from across Europe. 
The Summit is organised by the 
Transatlantic Migrant Democracy 
Dialogue, a network of migrant and 
refugee leaders. We provide local 
training based on the Democracy 
Summit framework, supporting Irish-
based leaders to develop their migrant-
led justice campaigns and initiatives.

Previously held in Hamburg and 
Dublin, the 2019 Democracy Summit 
was held in Athens. Each year dozens 
of migrant and refugee leaders gather 
to support each other, to share best 
practice and learn new skills. The 
Summit delivered peer-led training in: 

• Capacity building
• Political participation
• Strategic communications
• Electoral organising
• Strategic communications
• Civic engagement

Irish participants delivered workshops 
on political participation, civic 
engagement and organising within 
asylum-seeking communities.

INTEGRATION HUB - EVENTS
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INTEGRATION HUB - TRAINING

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

We provide information and advice to 
people from a migrant background about 
their voting rights and how the Irish 
political system operates

17 workshops  
across Ireland reaching  
242 people

“Really interesting and we 
will need more classes like 
this one.”

“I’ve learned all about the 
elections that I didn’t know 
in the 3 years I’ve lived 
here.”

“Thank you for your time, 
I now feel motivated to 
be engaged in the Irish 
community and culture.”

“It was really interesting 
because I have learnt a lot 
about the Irish system and 
my rights as a resident here, 
so thank you!”
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INTEGRATION HUB - TRAINING

DIVERSITY AND ANTI-RACISM

Ireland is an increasing diversity country. 
We have developed various training 
programmes for employers to recognise 
and better harness the strength this brings 
to workplaces. Our training programmes 
cover areas including diversity and inclusion 
strategies; challenging unconscious bias; 
promoting interculturalism and equality.

32 workshops  
reaching  
457 people

“The training was brilliant. 
A good eye opener to the 
privilege in my life and the 
need to address inequality.’

“It will make me more aware 
of different cultures and 
makes me challenge my 
unconscious bias.’

“It helped me to better 
understand the emotional 
effects of racism.’

“I work as a teacher and this 
will make me pause more.’
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INTEGRATION HUB - TRAINING

MEDIA AND ADVOCACY

We provided training to upskill community 
leaders, social entrepreneurs and organisers 
from migrant backgrounds in the area of 
media, including social media, and local and 
national advocacy.

5 workshops  
reaching  
44 people

“Very good, interactive and 
practical insights with real 
world examples.”

“The best point is that I’ll be 
thinking about some parts 
tomorrow still.”

“Really excellent training and 
bite-sized chunks delivered 
with empathy.”

“I found the training very 
interesting. Plenty of food  
for thought.”
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TACKLING RACISM

  

RACIST INCIDENTS 
SUPPORT AND 
REFERRAL SERVICE

We continue to provide support 
and referrals to those who have 
been the target of and witnessed 
racist abuse. These reports 
also inform our campaigns 
to end racism in Ireland.

“Thank you for your 
support. I was feeling 
very lonely in all of this.”

“Thanks so much for 
responding with such 
important and actionable 
information. I really 
appreciate it.”

“We can’t change the 
world, but we can try to 
change some things for a 
better life. Thank you.”

Tackling 
Racism

Breakdown of location 
of racist incidents 
reported in 2019
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In 2019 we provided 
support to 

46
people who reported a 

racist incident to us.
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TACKLING RACISM

HOW WE HELP

Ms A and her daughter boarded a bus 
heading towards the airport. A man in the 
front seat started to verbally abuse them. 

He shouted: “I hate all Muslims, you should 
leave the country.” He also used his middle 
finger towards them and displayed racist 
insignia. The abuse continued when they got 
off the bus and the mother and daughter 
were followed by the aggressor as far as 
the road where their house is located. 

“I don’t think I'll let my 
daughter play outside in case 
if she sees the same man 
again, for the first time, we 
feel insecure in Ireland.”
Mother

INFORMATION/SUPPORT
We listened to Ms A, who outlined everything which had happened to her and her 
daughter. We supported her to gather together all the information to support her 
case. We reassured her we stood alongside her, as did the majority of Irish society.

REPORT
We supported Ms A to report the incident to An Garda Síochána, who contacted 
Dublin bus to get the CCTV. They have been able to progress the case. 

SOLIDARITY
Ms A said that she and her daughter now feel worried they might 
meet the man again. She is especially afraid as he followed 
them and so she is afraid he knows where they live.

REFERRAL
We offered ongoing support to Ms A and her daughter. She did not require 
referral to other support agencies. We remain in contact with Ms A and 
her daughter and will support her until the matter is fully resolved.

RESULT
The experience of Ms A will feed into our ongoing advocacy work and 
recommendations to public transport operators regarding the need to 
provide clearer avenues to report racism on board and training for staff.
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SHARING & IMPROVING EXPERTISE   

Councillor-
Migrant Internship 
Scheme Report

The report on the Councillor-
Migrant Internship Scheme 
was launched in April, 
including detail on how 
the scheme worked and 
testimony demonstrating 
the mutual benefits of the 
scheme. Among the report’s 
key recommendations are 
for the scheme to be rolled 
out on a larger scale and for 
political parties to do more 
to create opportunities for 
migrant involvement. As 
a further mark of success, 
three out of the five interns 
ran as candidates in the May 
2019 local elections.

Diversity is Good 
for Business

The Immigrant Council 
launched a new information 
resource for employers and 
human resources agencies. 
It provided clear and 
concise information on work 
permits and how to support 
the development of good 
policies and practices on 
diversity in the workplace. 
It included detail on the 
employment rights of asylum 
seekers; recognised refugees; 
recipients of subsidiary 
protection or leave to remain; 
victims of trafficking and 
other vulnerable non-EU/
EEA migrant communities in 
Ireland.

Submission to the 
UN Committee on 
the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination

Ahead of the UN CERD 
examination of Ireland, the 
Immigrant Council made 
a detailed submission 
outlining key areas of 
concern regarding the 
State’s implementation 
of the Convention for 
the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination. We also 
attended the hearing in 
December. Nearly all the 
headline issues raised by us 
were echoed in the UN CERD 
concluding report.

In 2019 we published: 

Communications

200+
Media hits in 2019

13,000 
Twitter followers  

on 31 December 2019

19,750  
Facebook followers on  

31 December 2019
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